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REGULATION PROBLEMS RELATING TO ENERGY IN HUNGARY

Abstract

One of basic problems of the transition in the energy economy is, how far the process of
liberalisation and privatisation could go, i.e. to what extent the control of state/government
would be given up, and how the breakdown of the commanding positions of the
government would be managed. The transition in the energy sector toward a market
economy is characterised by restructuring the regulatory framework of the energy
industry, changing the operational structure of the sector and profound reshaping of
ownership structures of the enterprises.

In Hungary the government, being convinced of the importance of the implementation of
the market forces, in 1991 made the first step on the way of restructuring the energy
sector in order to increase economic efficiency, to enable companies to react to market
forces and to privatise them. Parallel and partly after the restructuring, a profound
modification of legal and regulatory framework took place and finally a relatively large
scale of privatisation has newly emerged, which will continue in future, too.

The process of the energy sector liberalisation in Hungary has a stop and go character
and the game is not over. The process can be characterised by institutional restructuring
in the energy sector (coal, oil/gas, power ), wich is the basic condition for market
liberalisation and privatisation, and by the creation of an appropriate environment
(regulatory framework, pricing policy, etc.) for the smooth implementation of the liberation
process.

PROBLEM REGULACIJE TRŽIŠTA ENERGIJE U MAĐARSKOJ

Sažetak

Jedan od osnovnih tranzicijskih problema u poslovanju energijom predstavlja pitanje
koliko daleko može odmaći proces liberalizacije i privatizacije, t.j. na kojem stupnju treba
dokinuti utjecaj države/vlade, te kako riješiti problem ukidanja rukovodećih vladinih
pozicija. Tranzicija u energetskom sektoru na putu k tržišnoj ekonomiji obilježena je
restrukturiranjem regulacijskog okvira u energetskoj industriji, promjenom operativne
strukture u sektoru i temeljitom reformom posjedničke strukture kompanija.
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Mađarska je vlada 1991., uvjerena u nužnost primjene tržišnih sila učinila prvi korak na
putu k restrukturiranju energetskog sektora kako bi povećala gospodarstvenu
učinkovitost, omogućila kompanijama da odgovore na tržišne sile, i u svrhu privatizacije.
Istodobno, ali dijelom nakon restrukturiranja došlo je i do značajne modifikacije pravnog i
regulacijskog okvira, što je naposljetku dovelo do razmjerno velikog raspona privatizacije,
koji će se nastaviti i u budućnosti.

Proces liberalizacije energetskog sektora u Mađarskoj ima nestalni karakter i još uvijek
traje. Obilježen je restrukturiranjem institucija energetskog sektora (ugljen, nafta/plin,
električna energija), što predstavlja osnovni uvjet za liberalizaciju tržišta i privatizaciju, te
stvaranjem odgovarajućeg okruženja (regulacijski okvir, politika cijena, itd.) u svrhu
nepomućene primjene procesa liberalizacije.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the basic problems of the transition in the energy economy is how far the process
of liberalisation and privatisation could go i.e. to what extent the control of the
state/government would be given up and how the breakdown of the commanding
positions of the government would be managed. The transition in the energy sector
toward a market economy is characterised by restructuring the regulatory framework of
the energy, industry, changing the operational structure of the sector and the profound
reshaping of ownership structures of the enterprises.

These three categories are strongly interrelated (e.g. privatisation can't take place without
the appropriate regulatory framework). Thus the actions, measures and decisions
implemented in one of these categories have to be harmonised with the others in the
other categories. The government during the past five years in Hungary has often made
mistakes by omitting these interrelations. The effectiveness of implementation of the
market forces in the energy sector can be measured by the level of synchronisation of
government actions for legislative changes for privatisation, regulation and operational
restructuring and social protection.

The energy market liberalisation seemed to be the most effective way to ensure supply
diversification and to generate capital influx to relieve the budget of the demand of urgent
new investments. It has been soon discovered by the government that by the privatisation
of the companies in the energy sector spectacular achievements can be made to
generate income for the budget. Theoretically, energy market liberalisation increases the
number of the players on the market, generating competition and setting prices by market
forces. By the parallel capital market liberalisation the financing of the necessary
rehabilitation and also necessary supply enhancement could be solved.

The process of the energy sector liberalisation in Hungary has a stop and go character
and the game is not over. The process can be characterised by institutional restructuring
in the energy sector (coal, oil/gas, power), which is the basic condition for market
liberalisation and privatisation, and by the creation of an appropriate legal/legislative
environment (regulatory framework, pricing policy, etc.) for the smooth implementation of
the liberalisation process.
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2. RESTRUCTURING OF THE ENERGY SECTOR

2.1. The coal industry

In order to increase the transparency in the enery sector, first the Hungarian Coal Mining
Trust was dissolved in 1985 by a governmental decision to create smaller and
transparent economic entities. The cokeable hard coal, the underground mined brown
coal and the open-pit mined lignite all have different markets, where various sorts of coal
found themselves in a competitive environment.

The government controlled the production and consumer prices and the capital allocation
had also been decided by the government. The political influence of the sector was great.
The support of the state provided as financial resources for investments kept a high level
of employment and production and drove the companies in a very dangerous financial
situation. The financial disaster, or even bankruptcies of the companies came to the day-
light, when in 1990 the government transformed the previous "cost-free" capital support
into debt.

Many mines have been closed (the overall output of the sector went back from 24 Mt/year
in 1986 to 13Mt /year in 1992) while other mines have been organisationally integrated
into the power sector. At the end of 1992 all mining companies were under liquidation.
Those which have markets for their products were liberated from their debts. The
transformed companies were either integrated into the Power Companies for which they
supplied the coal or they survived as independent coal producers.

The first integration took place in 1993 when three coal mining companies (out of eight)
joined the nearby power companies (the open pit mine producing lignite for an adjacent
power company called Matra and two other underground coal mines mostly producing
coal for power generation). In 1994 two other integrations took place, that means
altogether five power companies operate with coal mines, causing some problems in
1996 at the privatisation of the power sector.

The abolition of price subsidies caused severe price increase and the better quality import
coal became competitive. Under the competitive conditions, briquettes consumption has
also drastically reduced the domestic production by four times compared to 1988,
consequently four out of six app. equally- sized briquetting works have been closed down
during the past five years.

2.2. The oil and gas industry

Up to 1991 the Hungarian Oil and Gas Trust (OKGT), a fully integrated oil and gas
company, had the monopoly on every type of activity including oil and gas production,
transmission, refining and retailing of natural gas and (with some competition of western
retailers) of motor fuel retailing. The monopoly rights of OKGT did not comprise one very
important activity namely the import of natural gas and the import of crude oil.
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The import of crude natural gas and oil products has been for a long while executed by
the state owned imp-ex company named Mineralimpex, which was responsible preparing
for contracts and pursuing price negotiations with the partners. The partners almost
exclusively were state-owned companies of the Soviet Union. In 1991 OKGT was
transformed into a new joint stock company, named MOL which found itself in a
competitive situation in many aspects. Servicing companies of the former conglomerate
have been unboundled, the internal structure of the company was profoundly changed
and in 1993 Mineralimpex became a fully owned subsidiary of MOL.

A new company was set up in 1994 to import gas from Russia named Panrusgas (with 50
percent Russian ownership, 50 percent MOL stake) which is committed by its owner, the
Russian exporter, Gazexport, to deal with a11 as import related issues. The single gas
exporter to Hungary is Russia. In 1997 a new interconnection between Hungary and
Austria came into operation (Hungarian Austrian Gas pipeline = HAG). The import
dependency is great, app. 55 percent of the total consumption is covered by import and in
2010 the import will be 80 percent.

Parallel to the products' market liberalisation, the government prepared a "Mining Law' to
enable competition in the production, too. The Parliament passed the Mining Law in
1993, which gives opportunity to obtain concessions in Hungary to open mines or drill
wells. The legal framework (the Law and various decrees) precisely defines the
conditions for this activity. According to the Law, MOL is the concessionaire of those
areas where it has ever had production or exploration (on its own "mining lots"), while for
the "free" area tender invitations were launched by the government for foreign companies
(MOL was excluded).

MOL is the single owner of the transmission pipelines both for oil and gas. According to
the single buyer concept MOL has the monopoly to import the natural gas. On the other
hand, there were intentions that the free capacities of the Hungarian refineries have also
to be traded. During the long lasting privatisation process of the regional gas distribution
companies attempts have been made to distribute the high pressure transmission
pipeline capacities between the distribution companies and MOL. The attempts failed and
the single buyer principle has been declared, i.e. the MOL has the right to import natural
gas and the wholesale gas market is in the hand of MOL, as a compensation of the gas
supply obligation of MOL.

The six regional gas distribution companies purchase natural gas exclusively from MOL
and the companies have supply duty in relation with consumers listed in the license
document of the distribution company. In return to this obligation the companies have
exclusive rights, i.e. monopolies to supply these consumers. The new customers, who are
not yet in the license document of any licensed company, can be served by any
authorised gas distribution company selected by the Hungarian Energy Office, according
to the least cost principles. The conditions for getting license for gas distribution activities
are precisely defined by the legislation.
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2.3. The power sector

Parallel to the transformation of OKGT into MOL, in January, 1992 the government
transformed the Hungarian Electricity Trust (MVMT) into a joint stock company, (named
MVM) as a holding, in order to improve the transparency, and the economic
attractiveness of the individual enterprises in view of their privatisation.

During the transformation, reorganisation also took place. Instead of the 22 fully owned
subsidiary companies of MWMT, MVMT as a holding had 15 affiliated companies: 8
generator companies (comprising power plants), 6 regional distribution companies and
one transmission firm. The holding company had a 50 percent stake in all subsidiaries,
while the other 50 percent were owned directly by the state.

The internal tariff system, applied by MVM, artificially determined the profitability of the
individual companies, but on the level of the holding the profit and the depreciation had to
be ensured. The prices and the tariff systems applied between the generators and the
grid company were (and are) not based on the actual costs. This has the consequence
that the lowest cost nuclear station (Paks) provides support to the other generators,
especially to those, which use coal. (It is another problem that among the actually
acknowledged costs of Paks, the cost of nuclear waste disposal and the costs of
decommissioning of the nuclear plant have not been considered.)

In the restructuring of the power sector the Hungarian government aimed at a fairly
liberalised model, to divide the whole system into three subsystems, namely, the
generators, the grid company, and the distributors. The structure and the modus operandi
of the system are governed by the Electricity Law, enacted in 1994. Concerning
competition, the fact is that even among the generators, real competition can hardly
develop, albeit legally anyone, who meets the requirement of the law, can build a power
plant and operate it.

Each power generation company enters into a long-term power purchase agreement with
MVM in respect of each generating unit. The term of the agreement with respect to each
generating unit will be determined by the anticipated remaining useful life taking into
account MVM's decommissioning programme.

Each distribution company enters into a longterm contract with MVM for the purchase of
electricity. Under this contract MVM is obliged to cover the demand for electricity
emanating from distribution companies. The purchase price of electricity is the same for
each distribution company. The prices vary depending on differences in seasons and
times of day.

The Electricity Act currently provides exclusive rights to the company which owns the grid
(i.e.MVM) and to each of the distribution companies, for distribution and supply of
electricity respectively within the areas defined in the operational licenses. It requires
MVM to sell electricity to the distribution companies and the distribution companies to
supply electricity to consumers within their licensed regions. These obligations will be set
forth by the Hungarian Energy Office in operational licenses. Generating stations larger
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than 20 MW feeding more than 60 percent of their electrical output into the transmission
grid are obliged to offer their capacity to MVM and must also be licensed.

The integration of mine - power plant was finished by 1994, what was carried out in three
steps. As a result of the integration more than 90 percent of the coal demand of the
electricity sector was supplied from the mines within the MVM group. The main goals of
the integration were the following:

• To result the increase of the competitiveness of the coal-base electricity production by
means of decreasing the common operating costs of the power plants and mines
being in interdependence and close technical and economic connection.

« To allow the coordinated development or degeneration of the mines and power
plants, and the decrease of the losses resulting from the former lack of coordination.

• To speed up the coal-mining structure reorganisation, and as a result of that, to
reduce the social tensions of mining, and to promote the job-security of the
employees of the perspective mines by the integration.

• To promote the profitability of the mining assets, and in this way the quick settling of
the liquidation procedures and the compensation of the creditors.

The integration entails the appreciation of the assets and liabilities of the mines. The
power plant companies made an increase of the capital, equal to the difference between
the necessary funds and liabilities of the assets, and issued limited shares equivalent to
that. The shares were given to the liquidators of the mines, and after finishing the
liquidation, to the former creditors. In this way, the capital-structure of the electricity sector
was changed.

After the first step of the integration (30 April 1993) 50 percent ownership of MVM Rt.
decreased to 38.3 percent in the Matrai Power Station Ltd.; 43.8 percent in Pecsi Power
Station Ltd.; 41.4 percent in the Bakonyi Power Station Ltd. As the result of the
integrations 7150 persons of mining employees were taken to the direct staff of the power
plants, and 2100 persons were taken to the staff of perspective ventures.

In the second step of the integration (31 December 1993) the ownership of the Tiszai
Power Station Ltd. in the Borsodi Energetic Ltd. - established from the Tiszai Power
Station Ltd. - was 69.7 percent after the apportion of the mine. The Ltd. company
employs 2765 persons from the former mine. The Balinkai Mining Works - integrated to
the Bakonyi Power Station Ltd. - announced the employment of additional 1268 persons,
and the ownership of MVM Rt. in the company decreased to 34.7 percent.

The third step of the integration affected the North-Transdanube region. During this step,
from 1 April 1994 the ownership of MVM Rt. in the Vertesi Power Station Ltd. decreased
from 50 percent to 39.5 percent , the integration resulted in taking over 4503 employers
after the apportion of the mine to the Tatabanyai Energetic Ltd. The ownership of the
Vertesi Power Station Ltd. was 69.6 percent , with 1764 employees taken to the Ltd.
Company:
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• Bakonyi Power Station Ltd.

Ajkai Mining Works
Armin Mine
Jokai Mine
Padrag Mine
Balinkai Mining Works

• Matrai Power Station Ltd.

Visontai Open Mining Work East II Field
Little South I Field
Kapolna West Field South Field
Bukkabranyi Open Mining Work

• Pecsi Power Station Ltd.

Hard Coal Mine
Deep working: Zobak Shaft Beta Shaft Open working: Pecsbanya, Vasas

• Tiszai Power Station Ltd.

Borsodi Energetic Ltd.
Lyuko Mine Dubicsany

• Vertesi Power Station Ltd.

Oroszlanyi Mining Work Deep working Markushegy XX Shaft
Open working Tatabanyai Energetic Ltd.
Manyi Mining Work

3. THE LEGAL STRUCTURE

The parallel restructuring of the operational system of the energy sector in order to enable
profound liberalisation, and the creation of the appropriate regulation framework has been
one of the most important tasks of the government.

3.1. The regulation framework

3.1.1. Concession Law, Mining Law

First the "Concession Law" was passed by the Parliament in 1992 and in 1993 the
"Mining Law" was issued regulating the position of a concessionaire. A Mining Bureau
had been established based on the law, and it is responsible to determine conditions and
framework of the concession rights and contracts. According to this document, the gas
wholesaler must contract for the use of its free capacity with the actual customer. The
free capacity is defined as "not yet contracted" capacity. In the gas distribution, this
principle is not applied, thus the distribution companies are free to use their own
capacities.
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3.1.2. Gas Law

After the issuance of the "Mining Law" the next step on the way of creating a proper legal
framework was the "Gas Law", passed in 1994, which contains rules for transmission,
distribution and supply of natural gas. Gas exploration and production in Hungary are
competitive markets. Due to obvious economic reasons parallel systems for gas
transmission, distribution and supply for the same consumer will not be built, thus these
"natural monopolies" have to be regulated. According to the Gas Law the gas wholesaler
(which is MOL) has to contract with the gas distributors to cover the gas volume and the
capacity demand of the latter. By that means, the wholesaler is responsible for the
reliable, continuous and secure supply. This requirement can only be fulfilled if the
wholesaler is in a position of the "exclusive" importer and possesses the necessary pipes
and storage facilities.

The Gas Law established the Hungarian Energy Office, which is responsible for the
detailed regulation of gas (and electricity) distribution. One of the most important tasks of
the Office is to defend the interests of the consumers. The other important tasks are: to
set the wholesale and consumers' prices for natural gas on the basis of the least cost
principle; to issue licenses for transmission and distribution for those companies, which
proved their capabilities; to determine the "operational code" of the existing distribution
companies by consulting with the representatives of the consumers; to prescribe the set
of information to be provided for various representatives of the consumers; and to
mediate between the wholesaler and the distributors, in case of necessity.

The Hungarian Energy Office issues licenses of operation of gas distribution systems and
it controls the financial conditions of the companies, the capability to develop the
distribution systems and to provide appropriate quality of supply and even fusion.
Mergers and great scale acquisitions have to be approved by the Office. On the gas
market - from the legal point of view- MOL is licensed as the only wholesaler and at the
same time as distributor from the point of view of its direct consumers (industrial plants,
power plants etc.).

3.1.3. Electricity Law

In 1994, after the Gas Law the Parliament passed the Electricity Law which regulates the
production, transmission and distribution of electric energy. The Law defines the licensing
procedure for the establishment of a new power plant (preliminary license, license for
erection, license for operation, etc.) and determines the process of approval. The
Parliament has to approve all recommendations to build power plants above the capacity
of 600 MW; between 200 MW and 600 MW the government will approve the project, and
below 200 MW the Minister for Industry and Trade permits the fuel for the power plant.
Safety stocks of fuel for all power stations are also defined by the Minister.

The Hungarian Energy Office approves the refurbishment, restructing and change of the
fuel of the existing plants. The grid company contracts generators on the least cost
principle and Generators have to offer their capacities for the grid. Electricity export and
import is basically the privilege of the grid company (distributors can import only on less
than 35 kV voltage level).
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Electricity generated in some types of power stations must be accepted by the grid
company putting aside in these cases the least cost principle (hydro, solar, wind, bio,
geothermal, waste combustion, and some coal fired stations, electricity co-generated with
heat etc.).

It is the intention of the Hungarian Energy Office that the procedures outlined in the
operational code should promote the operation of the Hungarian energy industry in a
manner which will keep the cost of electricity and gas to the end consumer to a minimum
(while still recognizing investors' requirements for a return on investment).

In the power sector pursuant to the Electricity Act all legal entities owing power stations
(with the exception of those with the capacity less than 20 MW or those substantially for
private use with a capacity less than 50 MW), MVM and the distribution companies must
be licensed to operate. The Act provides for four types of operational licenses to be
issued by the Hungarian Energy Office.

3.1.4. Other Laws

In addition to the legislation described above, the Parliament passed the Environmental
Act in 1995 on the General Rules for the Protection of the Environment which came into
force at the end of 1995.

This Act provides for the protection of the soil, water, air, wild-life and the man-made
environment against pollution caused by emissions of hazardous materials and related
technologies' waste, noise and vibration and any radiation, natural or artificial. The
government is authorised thereby to regulate in a decree the activities subject to
environmental licensing and environmental impact assessment as well as detailed rules
for licensing procedures. This Act provides for a public hearing mechanism as a pan of
the licensing procedure. The enforcement decrees provided for in this Act will be issued
prior to the date of coming into force of this Act.

3.1.5. The pricing policy

The price setting principles are also regulated by law. The so-called Price Law (1990)
defines two cateories of fuels and energy carriers: commodities with market prices and
commodities with regulated prices. Coals, briquettes, LPG, all liquid hydrocarbons i.e. oil
products and fire wood, etc., belong to the first group, while electricity, natural gas and
district heat are regulated.

From 1992 the prices of the first group (with the exception of the coal from integrated
mines) are fully under the control of the market. Thus between 1990 and 1992 a
substantial price increase took place and practically the prices are on the level of import
substitution, i.e. on the "world market" level.
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The justified costs contain the costs of the reserve capacities, costs of seasonal storage,
emergency stockpiling, costs of closure (including environmental clean-up of the sites of
plants), decommissioning costs of plants (especially for nuclear plant), etc. According to
the principles the prices and the tariffs can not discriminate among consumers belonging
to the same group (households' power generation, etc.)

Duringt the preparation of an appropriate tariff system besides the actual cost analysis,
the maintenance of the long term reliability, of the operation must also be considered,
which also means an appropriate depreciation policy. The tariff system based on the
acknowledged costs is not suitable to meet the requirement of the least costs, while the
costs in an actual time period can only be covered during the next time period.

4. MAIN PROBLEMS

On the way to the liberalisation of the energy sector a major problem has been (and still
is) that the state/government is still the main owner in the energy enterprises and that by
creating competition on the market the revenue of these companies could be reduced
(that happened on the oil product market). On the other hand the government as a
regulatory body applies social considerations in price setting and restructuring, worsening
by that way the economies of the energy companies.

The restructuring in the energy sector also caused severe problems. The management of
the companies strongly resisted government's attempts to change the structural set-up of
the industry. The problem of creating a new operational model was especially grave in the
electricity sector, partly because of the implication of the coal mines and the nuclear
station and partly because of the direct impact on the economies of the individual
enterprises. In the coal industry the restructuring has lead to a sharp decline in
employment.

Fifty percent of mine workers left the industry between 1990 and 1994. Three quarters of
these either resigned or retired. Employment in the coal industry fell from 50,000 in 1989
to 23,000 in 1995 of which about 18,000 work in the integrated companies and 5,000
outside. Support to these enterprises is provided by the government in two ways: direct
support from employment funds and indirect support by obliging MVM to enter into
contracts for the coal.

5. THE RESULTS OF THE LIBERALISATION/PRIVATISATION

Through the past five years the government has man times modified its philosophy of
privatising the energy sector. The key elements designing the process of the privatisation
were: how the privatisation income would be distributed between the budget and the
energy industry (where the money is badly needed for rehabilitation and new
investments); how the possibility of state interventions can be assured after privatisation
(e.g. by "golden shares" in the companies); how can utmost income be attained by
providing comfort for the investors (regulations, price setting, etc.).
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The Privatisation Law issued in 1995 determines the minimum ownership of the
state/government in various energy companies. The stake of the state is 25 percent +1
vote in the case of MOL (single buyer gas transmission company) and 50 percent +1 vote
in case of MVM(single buyer grid company). Tender invitations have been launched by
the government in mid 1995 for 50 percent +1 stake of the gas distribution companies;
47-49 percent stake in the electricity distribution companies with an option to buy more
form the state till the end of 1997, to a maximum of 50 percent +1 (in the shareholders'
agreements the management rights have been given to the investors even in case of 47-
49 percent stakes).

In the process of privatisation regulated by the Privatisation Law. the stakes in the power
generating companies offered for foreign investors were less than in the case of
distribution companies, due to the integrated mines (the lower stake was 3 8 percent in
case of lignite-fired power plant, Matra, the highest was 49 percent in case of the biggest
power station, oil- and gas-fired, named Duna). For some reason, in the case of MVM
only a 24 percent share has been offered, also with an option to acquire more till end
1997, but investors will remain in minority position, because the long lasting stake of the
state is 50 percent +1 vote (there is no golden share in case of MVM).

Moreover, the Hungarian government guaranteed in both gas and power sector a net rate
of return of about 8 percent on investment for long term. This level of net real rate of
return proved to be sufficient to attract foreign investors perceiving regulatory and political
risk as almost negligible. Nevertheless, the recent experiences - in late 1996 - of delay
and postponement of the price and tariff corrections indicates that some risk must be
taken into account as far as social and political impact of regulatory and price setting
actions is concerned. The foreign investors reacted differently to that situation, and some
rearrangement of the ownership structure rose. The government received the signals and
the tempo of the price increase in the first half of 1997 mostly compensated the loss of
the previous year.

6. USEFUL EXPERIENCE FOR OTHER ECONOMIES IN TRANSITION

The direct control of the state in the energy sector is typical in the command (but not
exclusively in those) economies. The control generally comprises operational
interventions, trading practices, especially foreign trade policy lines, direct pricing policies,
ownership rights, import diversification issues, etc.
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